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“We design plant technical facilities to meet the rigorous 24/7 needs in refining,
manufacturing, monitoring, and production operations. By integrating people,
technology, process, and specialized knowledge of relevant human factors for
Laboratory design, we help create safer QC / compliance operations through
environments that offer greater safety, attention to ergonomics and improved
situational awareness.”

SLA design philosophy includes creating open and clear visibility throughout the Lab to facilitate better safety and
communication. Workflow is configured with vertical elements such as fume hoods around the perimeter, sit-stand benches
where appropriate, and views into the Lab space from office/lab manager spaces.

Petrochemical Laboratory - Design Rendering

“Our Fortune 100 Oil & Gas / Energy clients recognize us as specialists in the integration of architecture
and key human factors that promote vigilance and healthy 24/7 work environments, improve alertness
and situational awareness, and ultimately create better safety for personnel in the facility.”
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01 Overview
Smith LaRock Architecture P.C. (SLA) has specialized in the
design of facilities for the process control industry since our
inception in 2002. While our primary wheelhouse has and is
the design of 24/7 Control Centers, we felt that our clients
needed broader services. To help our clients meet other
related needs, we began offering design services for additional
facility types, and from those projects and relationships, we
have expanded our role to include the design of Laboratories,
Maintenance and Warehouse Facilities, Offices, EMS Facilitiespretty much whatever manned facilities our clients needed
within their secure plants. Whether blast or non-blast design
is required, we have developed the designs for many different
building functions and types for our clients over the years.

“Integrating Architecture and
Human Factors.”

From the Firm’s beginning, our design emphasis has always
been on determining the most practical and functional designs
for our clients while incorporating our key competency of
integrated human factors. In Lab design, many technical
factors apply to the diversity of design projects we have done;
this overview will describe at a high level what we feel is key
to our Laboratory design approach for the petrochemical
industry, and suggest areas that should be high priorities in
the forthcoming preliminary design phase.
SLA is experienced in creating designs for refinery and
chemical plant environments, and the potential for facilities
needed within overpressure areas of those plants. We are
experienced in designing not only Laboratories, but also
Control | Visualization & Collaboration Centers, Offices, and
Maintenance / Warehouse Facilities within secured sites,
in both blast resistant and non-blast configurations. SLA
brings to the table decades of experience designing ISO
11064-compliant blast-resistant and safe-haven structures
compliant with API RP752 & RP753 mandates.

Petrochemical Water Testing Laboratory - Design Rendering
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Virtual Reality has become a standard part of

...

our design and review process.

“Ever y thing wa s still on pa per – c ha nges
were easily and cheaply made at this stage.”

VR

Virtual Reality & Design

The Gear:
Oculus Rift - we use purposely built
hardware and software for our VR
experience. No cardboard goggles,
no headsets that you snap your phone
into. The Oculus Rift setup provides
the user with the best possible virtual
environment, so they’re focus ed on
the building, not on poor VR quality.

The Scenario: Your company is investing millions of dollars into a new facility, and you’ve been tasked with heading up this major
capital project. You have stakeholders who need answers, and you want to ensure right decisions – better decisions - are made. How do
you ensure your ideas are being interpreted and executed accurately? Are you on the same page as your design team and engineers?
This can be achieved through the use of virtual reality and integrating the VR technology into the design process. We have
evolved our “Design Distance™” technique over the past 15 years, and jumped head first into the virtual reality workflow
Some clients, stakeholders, and capital funding approvers are not familiar with reading and interpreting standard 2D construction
drawings. So, we’re putting VR headsets on clients. They’re able to virtually ‘walk through’ their new buildings and fully understand
what and how their new project will look well before significant dollars have been expended. Changes can be made at minimal cost.

The Dilemma: A major oil company client wanted to review the design for a new laboratory building using VR technology.
The client had originally requested shelving units above the lab benches. It was not until she put on the VR headset and walked
through the lab space, that she realized the impact of this decision; the shelves now blocked the wide open views throughout the
lab and this became a safety concern. Immediately realizing this approach was not what she wanted, she had us revise the design.

The Outcome: The design was changed early and easily. This saved the owner and the lab manager money and future problems. The shelving
units were shown on the 2D review drawings, but wouldn’t have been identified as a problem until construction was well underway. Fortunately,
this was recognized with the help of the VR review process, and spared the client from a significant change order and potential construction delays.
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REFINERY LABORATORY | Washington State USA
A client was in need of replacing a 50+ year old existing laboratory. The new laboratory was
increased in size due to new regulations and testing procedures which required additional
lab equipment. The overall design intent was to provide a clear, wide-open, and connected
lab space for safety purposes. The HVAC system includes a once-thru (100% fresh air) which
is exhausted by five exhaust fan units. Lab benches include the required power, gas utilities,
data, and plumbing connections for testing equipment. Continuous resinous flooring
contains spills which do not seep under casework due to the integral cove base. LED lighting
provides appropriate lighting levels for tasks and testing.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Approx 12,500 GSF
New construction
Under construction - est. completion Fall 2016
40 Fume hoods and Canopy hood
GC Lab, Wet Chem, Fuel & Water testing Labs
Combustion Fuel Research (CFR) testing
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Final photos are not available due to in-place NDA with our client

REFINERY LABORATORY | Washington State USA
Designed as a new construction addition directly attached to the Refinery Operations Center (ROC; also designed by SLA) the
new lab applies transparency principles to encourage and enable superior visibility throughout the lab work space for increased
safety and communication. To connect technicians to the exterior from this windowless, blast-resistant environment, the building
incorporates the Pacific NW culture through local photographic images, murals, and displays for historic lab equipment. This design
solution offers an interesting and desirable work atmosphere, but most importantly protects personnel if an event were to occur.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Approx 10,000 GSF
New construction - Blast Resistant
Constructed - 2008
Analytical (Fuels) Testing
Combustion Fuel Research (CFR) testing
Coke / Coke Grinding Lab
HF Acid Lab
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02 Key Differentiators & Core Competencies
SLA applies a User-Centric design approach
in all our design approaches. Whether Lab,
Control Center or Warehouse, a building’s
effectiveness is dependent upon meeting goals
identified in the early stages of design.

We work with your Lab Techs, equipment
providers and furniture vendors to help ensure
proper ergonomics are achieved at daily
workstations and meeting facilities within the
building.

We apply our knowledge of 24/7 human
factors to our Laboratory designs to help foster
better alertness, safety and communication
capabilities within the architecture: reliance
on technology alone to promote safety isn’t
enough: the proper design can greatly aid in
the ability of technicians to have improved
situational awareness while in the Lab.

Our knowledge of lighting and HVAC
distribution helps create glare-free spaces with
a low contrast-ratios and reduced air currents to
lessen daily eye-strain issues.

Specialized and specific acoustical design
knowledge is applied: passive absorption and
the use of filtered recirculating fume hoods
where appropriate can help reduce Lab noise
and energy consumption considerably over
traditional ‘once-through’ hoods.

Field Information Center Laboratory | Bitumen Extraction Facility | ALBERTA CA

Working with our client’s DEPS and Hazardous
Identification protocols as the design process
ramps up we blend our client’s needs, goals,
engineering guidelines with industry best
practices, expandability considerations and
our experiences specializing in this niche to
arrive at a design concept that can achieve the
compliance testing today and into the future as
more testing is required.
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GAS PROCESSING LABORATORY | West Texas USA
Designed to protect personnel from blast hazards, while modernizing and optimizing
lab process facilities and workflow. The new lab building features once-through
(100% Fresh Air) mechanical systems and appropriately sized testing facilities for their
specific needs. Along side the new central control building, the lab contributes to the
material and texture of the surrounding environment and new plant development area.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wet Chemistry Lab
Gas Chromatography (GC) Lab
Dry chemical storage
Interior gas cylinder hookup and distribution
Exterior spare / empty cylinder storage
Lab Manager and Chemist offices
Break room and kitchen
Locker and Rest rooms
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03 Design Process
Key to SLA’s approach on all projects is a kick-off stage (Assess/Pre-Design) that includes:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a hands-on workshop to collaborate with project stakeholders, discuss and determine
needs and goals, review processes, deliverables, schedule and expectations
collection of pertinent workflow information: sample collecting, processes by which
samples arrive at the lab, how they enter the Lab, how/where they are routed in the Lab,
development of conceptual solutions in workflow that address lab testing processes
(diagrams/sketches/heat maps)
systems definitions / narratives - for example, once-thru HVAC in Labs is an energy hog.
Developing ways to use less energy in a facilities like Labs can save our clients significant
dollars over the life of a facility while producing the same testing results (i.e. benefits of
using filtered recirculating fume hood vs traditional hoods, for example). These narratives,
when combined with conceptual (architectural) sketch plans help us develop probable
costs when engineering design has not been started
identify potentially hazardous design-related items in the conceptual planning and
mitigate them before they become issues
siting analyses of the Lab facility: overpressure risks, downwind risks, site-circulation/
access, proximity risks, plant utility loops, for example
discussion of the use of acids, HF at the Lab, and removal of acids (tanks) and oily-water
sewer system connection
identification of chemicals/quantities stored within the facility
identification of lab calibration and testing equipment gases / liquids needed at the
facility
NFPA 45, Life-Safety, Prescriptive Building code reviews
discussion regarding chemical inventory / quantities, storage plans, HMIS, and their
implications on Code req’s
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04 Project Cycle & Design Phases

Execute: Award & Construct

Occupy

Contract Administration (CA)

SLA assists with Bid Review, project is awarded and during construction SLA provides industry typical Construction Phase Design Services
such as weekly meeting participation, submittal review (confirmation that builder is following the design plans and specifications), RFI
processing, on-site observations, dispute evaluation / resolution, O&M Manual review, and preparation and acceptance walkthrough.
Issue for Bid documents are released to pre-selected contractor/builders for quantity survey, material sourcing,
substitution requests by builder(s), and bid preparation. Design Q&A are managed by SLA/issued to bidders
to ensure supplemental information requested is shared across the bid pool.

Detailed Design Phase

Bidding & Negotiation (B&N)

Construction Documents (CD)

Prepare detailed design documents (plan & specs) for Bid and Award that defines the construction intent. Includes
Owner review of documents/ approval/authorization to continue forward with documentation process.

Define Phase

Design Development (DD)

Authorized design concept is released to engineers for their commencement of design. Selected design is refined based
on incorporation of client review comments, development & coordination of initial BIM CAD model with engineering
design of structural/electro-mechanical systems. Further cost study can be done to further converge.

Select Phase

Schematic Design (SD)

Compare & contrast Identification of Hazardous Potentials with conceptual design model(s) to create a design solution that can advanced into the DD Phase.
Working completely in 3D BIM CAD, we can communicate through 3D images of the design as it takes shape, not just flat 2D floor plans. An opinion of probable
cost can be included for our clients further information: local costs and productivity factors are used by our QS to develop the likely measure of project costs with
a contingency factor based on the level of detail available at the time. Since we have completed several similar projects in recent history, those costs are also
used so that the probable total cost can be converged upon quicker and as accurately as possible to help the AFE funding process.

Assess Phase

Findings & Recommendations (F&R) /
Programming (PG)
schedule, hands-on

SLA’s approach on all projects, is a kick-off stage which is used to gather information: Design and construction budgets,
programming workshops, workflow analysis, conceptual design solutions, building systems definitions, hazardous inventory assessment, facility siting,
and life-safety & building code analysis.
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05 Human Factors
Labs are not money-making propositions for this industry. Mandated compliance testing and
QC work, while important, is not the primary driver behind the need for new Labs. We see many
older labs needing replacement, becoming too expensive to maintain, inefficient to operate,
and difficult to expand. To help justify the expense, our design philosophy focuses on what
we can do to maximize efficiency in these new structures, from energy utilization to efficiency
of throughput. Laboratory design must consider workflow - collecting, receiving and moving
samples through a regimen of testing efficiently. Lab Technicians must work in an environment
that has been traditionally a noisy and often odiferous space- abundant air noise from operating
fume hoods and odors from years of spills penetrating the materials, leaks in the walls, and
poorly ventilated space.
A Lab that includes proper lighting, HVAC distribution, ergonomic furniture where appropriate,
alternative hood types where possible, good visibility (safety) and the right materials and finishes
can address many of the shortfalls seen in older Labs. Planning for a scalable Lab plan and
considering that expansion in the siting can also help address some future needs with little
or no pre-investment other than good design concepts. When one considers the expense of
designing and building a new Lab versus the operation of that Lab over
the subsequent decade(s), it is important to recognize the true costs: over
a decade of operational costs a Lab may cost perhaps 5% to design and
build it, 3% to operate/maintain it, and 10% to outfit it - the 82% remaining
is spent on people. People are very expensive to recruit, train retain, and
compensate. The Lab environment plays a huge role in ensuring the turnover
rate is kept low and the people are kept safe.

LIGHTING

ACOUSTICS

VENTILATION

Properly designed lighting is
essential for the tasks carried
out in labs everyday. SLA’s
goal is to create a healthy
environment which promotes
alertness, vigilance and
cognitive performance.
Ultimately increasing safety
and reducing accidents.

Petrochemical laboratories are by
nature, noisy environments. CFE
testing, fume hoods and other
equipment raise the decibel level
within these spaces to hazardous
levels. It’s SLA’s goal to mitigate
this noise as much as possible
with cost-effective design
techniques.

Providing an effective
ventilation system for
capturing and removing
hazardous fumes, and
odors is a major key for
a successful lab and the
safety of their lab techs
and personnel.

IES - Illuminating Engineering
Society. The authority
for publishing design and
illumination standards.

Sabin - is a “calculated” unit of
measure for sound absorption.

ASHRAE - American
Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and AirConditioning Engineers.

RT60 - is the time it takes for sound to
decay by 60db.

IECC - International
Energy Conservation Code.

Where does the money go?
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06 Design Tools
We have worked entirely in 3D CAD since 2005, becoming an earlyadopter of Autodesk RevitTM as our team’s primary 3D BIM (Building
Information Modeling) tool.
Architecturally, we also use SketchUp, Lumion 4, and other rendering
/ animation software to produce illustrative work. These tools help
us communicate the design very well to all parties involved in the
decision making process. Those parties can range from V.P..
of operations who are approving funding to operators,
admin staff, maintenance and janitorial personnel that
are working with the building day in, day out.
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07 Niche Markets
Generally, Smith LaRock views our service niche as several vertical markets
and users within the broader definition of Process Control including, but
not limited to:
• Oil and Gas Refineries
• Lubricants
• Chemicals / Petrochemicals
• Power Generation and
• Plastics
Distribution (Utilities)
• Manufacturing
• Nuclear Energy
• Pipeline Control Centers
• Fertilizers
• Water and Reclamation
Facilities
• 311 / 911 Emergency Operations
and Security Programs
• Mining and Metals
• Pulp and Paper
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Beyond the laboratory...
Control Centers | Maintenance and Repair Shops | Storage Warehouses &
Wickets | Multi-purpose | Security and Guard Houses | Change Houses
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“…in regard to the great work you guys did for us in North Dakota at our Tioga
Gas Plant: impressive! It’s clearly the best control room we have in Hess!”
Dave W
http://www.hess.com/

...a few words
from our clients.

“Smith LaRock completed two grass roots projects for one of our California facilities.
One project was a centralized control room and the other was a 72,000 Sq Ft multicraft maintenance facility with offices. Both projects were designed thru IFC DWGs
and construction support for RFI during construction. Both projects exceeded our
expectations. Smith LaRock also completed a project for us at Salt Lake City where the
original Architect was not performing and needed to be replaced. I’ve worked with a
number of Architects, the unique difference with Smith LaRock is their ability to turn
rough concepts and ideas into a functional reality. I recommend their services and
would use them again without question. Service Category: Architect Year first hired:
2004 (hired more than once). Top Qualities: Great Results, Expert, High Integrity”
Tom Chunat
http://www.tsocorp.com

“Ergon West Virginia, Inc. (petroleum products / chemicals) was under construction
with a remodeling effort of our Central Control Room. SLA was contacted to provide
some input as to the layout of the operator’s area. They were provided with a limited
scope and a very tight schedule. Given these constraints, what we received was a
very high level of input and details over a full range of interior design requirements.
This included furniture design options, room layouts, lighting recommendations,
acoustic considerations and HVAC improvements. The team provided by SLA
was very impressive in their wide range of skills and ability to pull a tremendous
amount of information together in a short time frame. We are very pleased with
the association we have had with SLA and would recommend them highly.”
Benjamin Jezovnik
http://www.ergon.com

“SLA is very knowledgeable in both theory and practice. SLA knew inside out
and worked alongside the construction as it progressed. SLA was willing to
work extra time to discuss and resolve various inquiries on this huge project.
Your rapid responses clearly clarified the issues, as you guys always have
done; it’s very impressive. I have been so fortunate to work with you guys!”
Pimarn Charnvarn
http://bantrel.com/
“I was also impressed with their responsiveness and adaptability to meet our
needs. Despite strict space, time and budget limitations, SLA incorporated
our personal preferences with design best practices. Their design and material
expertise, plus the 3D views they provided, helped us quickly zero in on
decisions. Given the cost of the building construction, we’ll have to live with this
for a long time. I’m confident with SLA’s guidance we made good decisions.”
Neil Stanton
http://www.ergon.com
“Our Centralized Control Building project has flown very well for us. The JBC and
SLA Team brings the best of both worlds for us: a local general contractor with strong
relationships with local subcontractors and a highly specialized A/E group that brings
us a wealth of experience in projects of this nature. We appreciate the very organized
process they have brought to us along with their willingness to listen to our concerns,
make changes rapidly, stay on schedule, stay on budget and meet our needs when
it comes to projects of this magnitude. It has been a pleasure working with their
team; we have numerous projects here and look forward to a future relationship.”
Senior Project Manager
Delek Refining Ltd
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“We design plant technical facilities to meet the rigorous 24/7 needs in refining,
manufacturing, monitoring, and production operations.
By integrating people,
technology, process, and specialized knowledge of relevant human factors for Laboratory
design, we help create safer QC / compliance operations through environments that
offer greater safety, attention to ergonomics and improved situational awareness.”
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